CINQUANTENAIRE of the OAU / AU IN CAIRO

OUTLINE PROGRAMME

Saturday, May 18:
16.00 Sports Competitions amateurs and youth (soccer) at the stadium of Arab-Contractors.

Monday, May 20:
16.00 Public Lecture in the conference hall of the Egyptians Businessmen Association (21, Charles De Gaulle, Nile Tower, Giza, Egypt) under the Theme: “African integration: “After 50 years, what are the results?” Speaker: Dr. KOUASSI N'GUETTIA, Director of the Economic Department of the AU.

Tuesday, May 21:
17.30 Opening Bazaar outdoor theater of the Cairo Opera House
19.00 African Cultural Evening
   - National Egyptian Troupe (Reda Troupe)
   - National Ballet of Côte d'Ivoire
   - Traditional Dances of Ghana
   - Fashion Miss Zahui, stylist Ivorian
   - Traditional Dances of Sudan, the DRC (to be confirm)

Wednesday, May 22:
- Conference of the Institute for African Research and Studies, Cairo University
- National Ballet of Côté d'Ivoire presentation

Thursday, May 23:
- Conference of the Institute for African Research and Studies, Cairo University
- Dance Troupe of Ghana presentation

Thursday, May 30:
19.00 Dinner at the Hotel Le Meridian
   - Speeches
   - Presentation of various outfits from Egypt and other African countries
   - Traditional Dances of Ghana
   - Artists Performance